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Well, that’s another Social/Competition safely tucked away behind us and most enjoyable it was too.
Two surprises on the day……….Maggie did not walk away with every prize in sight (I think she took it easy on
us this year or did not fancy cleaning all those cups again) and JT turned up with an even bigger competition piece, so big in fact that it was decided to leave it in the hall in case it fell over and started a tsunami in
spilt tea.
Most of the rain held off so the catering team were able to do their usual splendid job. I was asked by
Maggie to include a very special ‘thank you’ to the lads outside and, of course, the scorers inside.
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Novice

John Power

Brian Rowson

Ken Page

Intermediate

Dave Rogers
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John Turner

Advanced

Peter Castle

Dave Ward

Richard Haselden

Allan Beecham
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Peter Castle

Bill Thurlow
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Dave Ward
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...and then we have
examples of partners work

Incident relayed during Social…..
A member’s partner asked him recently "Could you please go
shopping for me and buy one carton of milk, and if they have
any nice eggs, get 6!"
A short time later he came back with 6 cartons of milk.
He was asked "Why the hell did you buy 6 cartons of milk?"
The reply was of course "They had eggs."
There’s just no pleasing some folk.
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If toys will get me
in the door
when it is time to go,
I have it made!
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Date of next Meeting:
Sunday 18th September
Demonstration
Chris Eagles

